Position for Beyond Ventures

Job Position: Investment Intern
Department: Investment Department
Reporting Line: Investment Team

About Beyond Ventures
Led by Lap Man and Marvin Hung, Beyond Ventures is a Hong Kong-based venture capital firm. Started in 2017, Beyond Ventures became renowned from the support gained by well-known Hong Kong listed companies like Hop Hing Group, Far East Consortium, and Chinney Alliance Group, and leading PE investment management companies Hony Capital and GAW Capital as well as home grown VC firm eGarden.

The name “Beyond Ventures” originates from the popular rock-and-roll band Beyond, which emerged in early 1990s Hong Kong. Adopting the slogan “From Hong Kong For Hong Kong”, we aspire to revitalize and transform the city’s innovation ecosystem by being Hong Kong’s most impactful venture capital firm. By uniting venture capital experts and local conglomerates with visionary entrepreneurs, we provide startups with the capital and guidance they need to thrive.

Our portfolio companies include SenseTime, Smartsens, Prenetics, YOHO, HKTaxi and more.

Please visit [www.beyondventures.hk](http://www.beyondventures.hk) for more information.

Job Descriptions

- Assisting Investment Team in researching, identifying and sourcing new deal flow
- Conducting market researches and analysis on the industry and technology trends
- Meeting potential start-ups and its competitors and provide valued comments
- Due diligence on new investments including market researches, competitive analysis, and financial modelling
- Preparing presentations and investment memos for Investment Committee
- Supporting/preparing documentation for financial reporting and external audits
- Consulting/supporting portfolio companies if needed
- Perform other ad-hoc tasks as required

Qualifications & Requirements

- Student of PhD / Master / Bachelor Degree (Year 2 or above) preferably major in Finance, Economics and Business.
- Looking for internship experience in a fast-paced work environment in a venture capital firm
- Analytical, humble and pragmatic person with a can-do attitude
- Motivated self-starter with ability to work well in a tough environment
- Strong interpersonal skills and ability to work well in a small team
- Strong critical thinking and analytical skills
- Good command of spoken English, Cantonese & Mandarin
- Good command of written English and Chinese

**Application Method**

Please send your CV directly to “tannywong@beyondventures.hk” with the email title “[CURE] Investment Intern Application”.